
FAQ :
- What does AMPI mean?

AMPI originally stands for “Additive Manufacturing Part Identifier” but in Arkema’s
platform it’s the word used to indicate the material selector.

- What is the difference between User panel and AMPI?

The User panel is the panel where the user can track their orders/quotes/requests
and communicate with the service Bureau whereas the AMPI is the panel where the
user can upload a part and have a material recommendation and communicate with
Arekma’s experts if needed

- How to order a part once it has been created in AMPI (material selector)?

Once you have created a part you can order a part by clicking on the button “Add to
basket”.
Where do I find this button?
First, you need to access a specific part you already created in the part list, then in
the left bar of the report (below the part image and the part dimensions), there is a
button “Add to basket”.



- How to go back to AMPI (material selector) once a part has been ordered?

Once you order a part you are in the “User Panel”. To go back to AMPI you need to
click on the little arrow in the bottom left corner of the screen next to your name and
there you can choose AMPI that refers to material selector. You can then create a
new part or reorder a part with a different material.

- How to track a part once it has been ordered?

Once you order a part, you can go to the user panel and click on “orders” on the left
side of the screen. You can find all the ordered parts and see their status.

- Can we ask a supplier some questions without ordering a part?

Yes, once you add a part in the basket you can choose to “send a request” if one or
several parts need manual pricing or if you have a question to the printing service or
if you need help. Otherwise, you can ask questions to the supplier in the comment
section of any order, quote or request.



- How to edit the part details once a part has been created in AMPI (material
selector)?

Once a part has been created, you can edit a part by clicking on “Edit” button. You
will find it by scrolling down in the left section below add to basket button.

- Can I contact an Arkema expert for some advice or recommendations?

Yes! There are two ways of doing it. Either you can ask your question in the comment
section below the reports in the AMPI panel :

Or you can click on “Contact Arkema Experts” on the left section where you will find
emails of experts you can contact.




